The network information system is a military information network system with evolution characteristics. Evolution is a process of replacement between disorder and order, chaos and equilibrium. Given that the concept of evolution originates from biological systems, in this article, the evolution of network information architecture is analyzed by genetic algorithms, and the network information architecture is represented by chromosomes. Besides, the genetic algorithm is also applied to find the optimal chromosome in the architecture space. The evolutionary simulation is used to predict the optimal scheme of the network information architecture and provide a reference for system construction.
Preface
For the planning and construction of the network information system, the main concern is to meet the specific mission tasks of the final capability of the network information system. In the system planning stage, combing with experience, the system builder selects the member systems and interface set of the system, and all the architecture plans to form the initial architecture space according to the existing system conditions, technical force, and the resources that can be allocated. The system builder expects to evaluate the system construction scheme before the system is built, predict the results of the system evolution, and provide system architecture reference basis. If all the system architectures are subjected to evolutionary evaluation, a large volume of work is expected. Therefore, optimizing and evaluating the optimal system architecture before evaluating the quality of it can save much time for the sake of the whole construction.
In view of the above problems, this paper proposes a multiobjective meta-architecture optimization selection method based on genetic algorithms. Firstly, the structure of network information architecture space is described: the chromosome set is used to represent the network information architecture space. Then, a genetic algorithm-based chromosome set optimization strategy is proposed, which includes defining parameters, building models, and algorithm implementations.
Description of network information architecture space
The capability baseline constituting the system is set according to the mission. In order to offer services, the primary system sends a request for participation to sub-systems, and the sub-system may agree or reject for the sake of its own interests. In order to ensure the basic capability composition, the system sends requests to multiple systems with the same capabilities so that multiple systems can be used as alternatives. Meta-architecture is all the architectures that make up the system's capabilities. The architecture alternative space that makes up the initial system's capabilities chooses the optimal structure and simulates its evolution. Assume that for Network Information System Capability . , which contains the capabilities = ( 1 , 2 … ). Assume that for ∀ ∈ . , it presences member system combinations that satisfy its system capability , it presences ∏ =1 system's dynamic integration schemes making up the architecture space . 0 [1] . However, it is a huge workload to perform the evolutionary simulation analysis of each of the alternative architectures in the system, which may lead to the "explosion" dilemma of the workload. In order to solve this problem, an effective optimization strategy needs to be used to analyze each dynamic integration scheme, find the optimal (better) member system dynamic integration scheme, and then perform evolutionary simulation of the architecture through evolutionary strategies.
Chromosome representation of network information architecture
We represent all the system architectures that make up the initial capabilities of the network information system by genome . [2] . The specific method is: each system architecture is represented by a chromosome and in each chromosome ( = 1,2 … ) indicates the system, represents the interface between system and the system . If the chromosomes displays "1", the system will participate in and support SoS capabilities and . construction If the chromosomeS displays "0", the system S will not participate in and support SoS capabilities and . construction. If the chromosome displays "1", there is an interconnection between the system and the system S If the chromosomes displays "0", there is no interconnection between the system S and the system S . A chromosome describes whether the systems and interface that constitute the architecture work or not. Therefore, a chromosome describes a possible architecture, and all chromosomes constitute the initial architectural space. The chromosome representation architecture of network information system architecture . is shown in Table 1 : 
Architecture multi-objective optimization strategy
The evaluation of the architecture is a vague problem, because the evaluation criteria are often non-quantitative and non-objective, which should be based on the unknown future situation, such as the "robustness" indicator. As the composition of the system cannot be predicted in advance, and the system participation is binary, the genetic algorithm can be applied to the study of the architecture as a non-gradient optimization algorithm. The genetic algorithm makes full use of the characteristics of the chromosome based on the regional changes of the system to plan the member system. At the same time, an objective optimization function will be used to determine the appropriate evolution direction of the chromosome.
Basic idea of genetic algorithm
Based on the ideas of biological evolution, genetic algorithm is a self-adapted global optimization probability search algorithm formed by simulating the genetic mechanism and natural selection organisms [3, 4, 5] . The genetic algorithm regards the optimization problem as a "chromosome" and measures the pros and cons of the "chromosome" through the fitness function according to the "Survival of the Fittest". The "chromosome" with the large fitness value has a high probability of being retained in genetic operations in the process of replication, crossover, and mutation. After multiple generations of evolution, the algorithm converges to the "chromosome" with the best fitness value, which is the optimal solution or the better solution of the optimization problem.
In the genetic algorithm, the population size of each generation is fixed. It has a certain number of iterations (150) for the termination of the algorithm, and the chromosome with the largest fitness value is the optimal solution for the optimal selection problem. The basic process of the genetic algorithm is as follows:
1. Initialize the control parameters, set the size of the group to , and the probability of crossing , mutation probability , termination rules (number of iterations = 150). 2. The algorithm starts to execute: the number of iterations = 0 , and the number of individuals in the population = 0. 3. Under a certain coding strategy, an initial population consisting of initial individuals is randomly generated. 4. Determine whether the termination rule of the genetic algorithm is satisfied. If it is satisfied, the search ends otherwise, the following steps are performed. 5. Calculate each individual in the population according to the fitness function ( = 1,2, … , ) fit value ( )； 6. According to the individual adaptation value ( ) ( = 1,2, … , ) , calculate the individual's selection
. Randomly select N individuals from the population to obtain the population 7. Based on cross probability , Select two individuals from the population, cross them, form two new offspring individuals, and add them to the new population while the individuals that have not crossed in the population are directly copied to the new population 8. Based on mutation probability , Select individuals in the new population for a genetic mutation, and the new individuals after the mutation replace the individuals in the new population 9. Algebra of iteration: = + 1 Go to step 4.
Aiming at the dilemma of the above algorithm "explosion", the genetic algorithm was improved and designed, and a genetic algorithm with constraint rules was implemented. The network information system dynamic integration scheme optimization selection model was given to make it suitable for the network information system dynamic integration scheme optimization selection.
Optimal model
An optimal model is defined as follows:
is the time period to realize the capability . The goals are: 
Algorithm implementation
Coding is the representation of one solution of the system dynamic integration solution optimization selection problem in a code manner so that the decoding space corresponds to the genetic code space of the genetic algorithm. In the solution, various combinations of member system and interface constitute an architectural space .
. Each of these architectures can achieve the initial capabilities of the network information system.
Generation of the initial population.
In genetic algorithms, there are usually two methods for generating the initial population: one is the method of generating a random initial population, which is suitable for cases where there is no prior knowledge of the solution to the problem the other is based on certain prior knowledge and transforms the prior knowledge into a set of constraints that must be satisfied, and then randomly selects the population's chromosomes based on these constraints.
Among the two initial population generation methods above, the second method is obviously easier than the first one in improving the efficiency of the genetic algorithm and obtain the optimal solution faster. We also use the initial population generation method in this paper. A method with constraint rules is used to obtain the initial population. The algorithm flow of its initial population generation is as follows:
1. Initialize, set population . of size . 2. Start execution, the number of chromosomes in the initial population ℎ = 0. 3. ℎ = , The algorithm ends and the initial population is output otherwise, the following steps are performed. 4. Let the number of chromosomes be ℎ = ℎ + 1 , The ℎ th chromosome in the population is
[ ℎ ], and initialize the number of genes in the chromosome = 0.
5.
= , go to step 3, otherwise, perform the following steps //Determine whether the number of genes in the chromosome is satisfied , is the number of systems. 6 
Adapted value function design
In genetic algorithms, the main function of the fitness function is to comprehensively evaluate the pros and cons of the chromosome (the solution of the problem) to the environment so that the evolution of the chromosome can be optimized. The construction of the fitness function directly affects the convergence speed and search results of the genetic algorithm.
According to the analysis of network information system construction requirements, the objective functions selected for the optimization of the architecture are:
Objective function 1, 1 : The overall system performance is optimal ( ) max ( ) 
The above three objective functions have obstacles to form a consistent adaptation value function. Therefore, the objective function needs to be normalized accordingly. Firstly, transform the objective function 2 ( 2 ) into a maximized objective function: 
After the conversion of the objective function, all three objective functions achieve the maximum goal. As decision-makers have different preferences for each target, it is necessary to divide target weights. However, it is difficult to accurately define target weights generally in advance as the value of target weights may be different due to changes in the combat environment and specific combat tasks. So for specific combat missions, target weights change dynamically.
Starting from the general realization of the architecture of combat missions, expert evaluation methods, analytic hierarchy processes, and other quantitative target weight intervals can be used to provide general weight guidance for system construction command decision-makers or decision-making agencies. Suppose that the objective function is 1 ′ 2 ′ 3 ′ and the weight intervals are
] There is a relationship between the weight intervals: (1) 1 + 2 + 3 < 1, , (2) 1 + 2 + 3 > 1.
Starting from the realization of specific combat tasks, architecture construction decision-makers extract weight values 、 , 、 from the above three intervals according to their own knowledge and experience and finally get the fitness value function of the genetic algorithm :
The first operation of the selection operation is to calculate the adaptation value of each chromosome in the population according to the adaptation value function. The main purpose of this operation is to make a better chromosome survive as much as possible. However, it is not possible to sort and select based on the chromosome adaptation value alone, because this will easily cause diversification to disappear and lead to precocity. Therefore, in the selection operation, each chromosome is given a selection probability in the selected population, so that all chromosomes have a certain chance of survival. Of course, the stronger the ability to adapt to the environment, the greater the probability of survival will be. In particular, it is emphasized that in combination with the elite selection strategy, the chromosome with the largest adaptation value in the population is always copied to the next generation population.
The algorithm flow of the selection operation is divided into three stages:
Phase 1: The calculation of the single chromosome adaptation value and the sum of all chromosome adaptation values in the population. The algorithm flow is as follows:
1.
Initialize and get the previous generation population and the size of its population is .
2.
Fitness value calculation. Set the initial chromosome fit value Number of calculations = 0, the sum of chromosome adaptation values = 0； 3.
= , computation ends and output the adaptation values of all chromosomes and the adaptation values of the population otherwise, perform the following steps.
Set
= + 1. Calculation ( [ ]).
5.
[ ] = ( [ ]), =, + . 6.
Go to step 3.
Phase 2: Single chromosome survival probability calculation. The algorithm flow is as follows:
1.
= , The calculation ends. Output the survival probability of all chromosomes otherwise, the following steps are performed.
2.
The survival probability of the bar staining is:
3.
Go to step 1.
Phase 3: According to the survival probability of chromosomes, the roulette method is used to select chromosomes. The algorithm flow is as follows:
1.
Initialize, sort all chromosomes according to the survival probability, and obtain the chromosome with the highest survival probability. Copy it directly to the next generation population, and then calculate the cumulative probability for the remaining chromosomes to obtain the survival interval of each chromosome [ , ] , which satisfies: //Get the chromosome with the highest applicability value in the previous population.
3.
Set the number of selected chromosomes ℎ = 1. 4. ℎ = − 1, select the end and output the next generation population. Otherwise, perform the following steps.
5.
In the interval[0,1], generate a uniformly distributed random number = (0,1).
( < ≤ )
Keep the No. Chromosome of the first generation of the population. ℎ = ℎ + 1.
6.
Go to step 4.
Cross operation.
Suppose the crossover probability of the poor individual is 1 , the crossover probability of the optimal individual is 2 . Calculate the probability of crossover of chromosomes for:
In the formula(1), indicates the chromosome with the larger adaptation value on both sides of the crossover operation, is the average fit value of the population, and is the largest fitness value in the population.
Besides, on the cross rules, a change cross method is adopted to ensure the effectiveness of the cross operation. The flow of the change cross algorithm is as follows:
1.
Initialize and obtain two parent chromosomes [ ], [ ] for cross over the operation, and their adaptation values in the population are
Calculate the crossover probability of the two selected chromosomes according to formula (1).
3.
In the interval [0,1], generate a uniformly distributed random number = (0,1). < // Calculate the set of genetic differences between two chromosomes.
  12 , ,...,
i For∀ ∈ , there must exist x that = ∑ =1 .
Perform step 4
Perform step 1
When
= ∅ , save the chromosome directly to the next generation otherwise, perform the following steps.
5.
6.
When it satisfies ≤ < +1 , the intersection of //Choose two chromosomes in the two generations with high fitness values of the father and son to avoid degradation in the genetic algorithm.
Mutation operation.
Assuming the maximum probability of variation is 1 , the minimum probability of variation is 2 and the adaptive mutation probability . The calculation expression is:
In formula (2), represents the fitness value of the chromosome to be mutated, is the average fit value of the population, and is the largest fitness value in the population. The process of implementing mutation operation algorithm is as follows:
1.
Initialize, calculate the probability of mutation of each chromosome in the population according to formula (2).
2.
In selection operation, use the roulette method to randomly select a chromosome according to the probability of mutation, and set [ ].
3.
Generate a mutation position randomly. Call the constraint 
 =
Assign an architecture in the architecture set b, which is the architecture of the system and interfaces that provide all system capabilities. 
Determine the best architecture , ̅ ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ of the best applicability in the architectural set b by setting the respective architecture systems and interfaces of all capabilities. 
̿̿̿̿̿̿ is the final architecture space the optimal architecture with an optimum suitability (̿̿̿̿̿̿).
5.
[ ] ≥ [ ] . When it is true, new chromosomes are added to the new population otherwise the original chromosomes are saved 6.
End.
Algorithm termination.
The genetic algorithm does not know when to end the search by itself, so we need to set certain termination rules. Common termination rules include the number of evolutionary generations, the calculation time, and the number of generations in which the optimal chromosome adaptation value does not change. During the selection operation, the chromosome with the highest fitness value in the population can always be copied. For the termination rule of the genetic algorithm, the chromosome with the largest adaptive value for 20 to 50 consecutive generations remains unchanged. When the termination condition is met, the chromosomes will be sorted according to the size of the adaptation value (dynamic integration scheme), and the output results will be used for decision-makers' reference.
Simulation Analysis of Evolution Process
Taking intercepting ballistic missiles as an example, we propose a strategic early warning concept [6] . The strategic early warning system mainly includes intelligence acquisition capabilities, intelligence processing capabilities, intelligence command coordination capabilities, integrated reconnaissance, surveillance, early warning capabilities, and intelligence transmission capabilities. The specific experimental scenario is that: after being upgraded, the system detection range is increased from 1000km to 7000km, the warning time is promoted from more than 1h to 1.5h, and the positioning accuracy is risen by 4%. The experimental given strategic early warning system has 22 optional systems.
There are 2 ( +1) = 2 253 possible connection ways to realize 5 kinds of capabilities of the system. Based on the previous experience, the system designer selects 10 types of architecture construction schemes to form the initial architecture set 0 . The elements in 0 are chromosomes . Each chromosome represents an architecture scheme . Through evolution, interfaces are continuously generated until a feasible solution, and eventually 100 chromosomes are generated, each of which is a recommended alternative architecture. According to the chromosome table, the average contribution of the system is 0.65, and the average value of a successful connection of the interface is 0.34. It indicates that in order to maintain a feasible chromosome, the actual connectivity is reduced. Table 2 shows the systems and feasible connections that each chromosome plays. Further, to describe the initial state of each system, an excel table is provided for each system in each chromosome in Table 2 . That is, an Excel data file is constructed for the 22 participating systems ( = 1,2, ⋯ ,22) in the strategic early warning system, which is used to describe the capabilities that each member system can provide and the connection relationship between the system and other systems. These excel data are used as the initial structure of the system, and Matlab is used to repeatedly weigh and calculate to find the best suitability value.
Figure 1: MATLAB simulation of genetic algorithm
The genetic sequence evolution in the genetic algorithm corresponds to the random change and evolution of the interface. Basically, the system evolution goes through five evolutionary transition states: preparation, initialization, collaboration, selection, and exit of member systems. In each state, it is necessary to negotiate with the system to see if the system agrees to cooperate. Given the state changes at each stage, each chromosome has evolved and output the results to arrive at an architecture integration scheme.
Based on this, we have developed an experimental platform for system evolution analysis. The initial combat mission of the simulation experiment is set through the platform, and the evaluation parameters (including architecture performance, flexibility, availability, and robustness) and experimental parameters (including combat mission attributes, system element attributes, etc.) are set to obtain the simulation experiment results. Assume that the cross probability of the poor individual is 1 = 0.9, the cross probability of the best individual is 2 = 0.4, the maximum probability of variation is 1 = 0.2 , the minimum probability of variation is 2 = 0.1. The optimal system set and architecture after evolution are shown in Figure 2 . The genetic algorithm adaptation value during the evolution process. The curve is shown in Figure 3 . The network information system has the characteristic of system evolution. This paper describes each system and interface relationship of the network information system with a chromosome and then imports the chromosome data into an Excel database. From the perspective of biological genetic evolution, chromosomes are used as the specific encoding of genetic algorithms. We make use of the characteristics of chromosomal inheritance, crossover, mutation, as well as cooperative, speculative, and selfishness among the simulation systems to predict the evolution of the architecture. It provides a theoretical basis for the subsequent evolutionary evaluation analysis in the process of network information construction
